Ma3_18
ACGTATGGATACTGCGACCC TAAAGGGATTCCACAGCGTC
NA

Ma3_33
GGCCGTAACATCACAGTCAA GTATCGGGAACCACCATCAC Allele  SNP1  282 SNV  G  T  SNP2  3078 SNV  T  A  SNP3  3086 SNV  C  A  SNP4  5568 SNV  C  T  SNP5  6309 SNV  A  G  SNP6  7320 SNV  G  A  SNP7  9559 SNV  A  C  SNP8  11041 SNV  T  C  SNP9  12653 SNV  C  G  SNP10  12806 SNV  A  C  SNP11  14040 SNV  C  A  SNP12  17470 SNV  T  C  SNP13  23257 SNV  T  G  SNP14  23363 SNV  T  C  SNP15  27243 SNV  C  A  SNP16  33340 SNV  T  G  SNP17 35351
NA
Ma3_35
76225 SNV  A  C  SNP37  76319 SNV  G  A  SNP38  78113 SNV  T  G  SNP39  78452 SNV  G  A  SNP40  78954 SNV  T  C  SNP41  83814 SNV  C  G  SNP42  84450 SNV  T  G  SNP43  86719 SNV  A  T  SNP44  114697 SNV  C  A  SNP45  115100 SNV  A  G  SNP46  117267 SNV  A  C  SNP47  118376 SNV  C  A  SNP48  118676 SNV  A  G  SNP49  119636 SNV  C  A  SNP50  120227 SNV  A  T  SNP51  123024 SNV  G  T  SNP52  124007 SNV  A  C  SNP53  125276 SNV  T  G  SNP54  127176 SNV  G  T  SNP55  130204 SNV  T  G  SNP56  130332 SNV  T  G  SNP57  131104 SNV  C  A  SNP58  132216 SNV  A  C  SNP59  132396 SNV  T  G  SNP60  132915 SNV  A  C  SNP61  133177 SNV  G  T  SNP62  136291 SNV  G  A  SNP63  136306 SNV  A  T  SNP64  136320 SNV  C  T  SNP65  136333 SNV  C  A  SNP66  136344 SNV  A  T  SNP67 136347 
